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Our use of cookies
Our website uses cookies to distinguish you from other users of our website. This helps
us to provide you with a good experience when you browse our website and also allows
us to improve our site.
A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers that we store on your browser or the hard
drive of your computer if you agree. Cookies contain information that is transferred to your
computer’s hard drive.
We use the following cookies:
• Analytical/performance cookies. They allow us to recognise and count the number
of visitors and to see how visitors move around our website when they are using it.
This helps us to improve the way our website works, for example, by ensuring that
users are finding what they are looking for easily.
• F
 unctionality cookies. These are used to recognise you when you return to our website.
This enables us to personalise our content for you, greet you by name and remember
your preferences (for example, your choice of language or region).
• T
 argeting cookies. These cookies record your visit to our website, the pages you have
visited and the links you have followed. We will use this information to make our website
and the advertising displayed on it more relevant to your interests. We may also share
this information with third parties for this purpose.
You can find more information about the individual cookies we use and the purposes for
which we use them in the table below:

Cookie Name

Cookie Type

Purpose

More information

Cookies_allowed

First party cookie
(i.e., our own cookie)

This cookie is used to
remember your preference
of accepting the use of
cookies on this website.
Once set it remembers if
you chose OK, got it and
does not prompt you again.
(Expires: 5+ years)

_ga and __gid

Third Party Google Analytics

These cookies are set
or updated on any page
visited. Both are set but all
serve the same purpose:
to see how people reached
the site and used it,
including search terms
used and referring sites.
(_ga expires: 2 years
_gid expires: 2 days)

https://developers.google.
com/analytics/devguides/
collection/analyticsjs/
cookies-user-id

VISITOR_INFO1_
LIVE; PREF; YSC

Third Party YouTube

We have several videos
embedded throughout the
website which are hosted
on Google’s YouTube
platform. These cookies
are set by YouTube to
track usage of its platform
and are only activated
when you press play on
the videos.
(Expires: 10 years)

https://www.youtube.com/
static?template=privacy_guidelines

Cookie Name

Cookie Type

Purpose

More information

incap_ses_
visid_incap_
nlbi_

Third Party Inventis

We use Investis to
provide us with financial
information on the site.
Investis use these security
cookies to prevent ddos
attacks on the website
(_incap_ses expires: after
browses closes; _visid_incap_ expires: after 12
months; and nlbi_ expires
after browser closes)

http://www.investis.com/
site-services/cookie-notice

You block cookies by activating the setting on your browser that allows you to refuse the
setting of all or some cookies. However, if you use your browser settings to block all cookies
(including essential cookies) you may not be able to access all or parts of our site.

